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[00:00]  
 

ឧបករណ៍ែដលខQ R ំTនបUV ញស8&ប់9រេរYបចំេធ\ ]អង_ ច̀ 
&នដូចbែដករcស8&ប់9ត់ឬសeី។  េgេពលែដល9ត់ឬសeីTនេហ]យ 
ខQ R ំ&នឧបករណ៍9ំបិត ។ 9ំបិត8បេភទេនះេmn 9ំបិត8o 
េហ]យខQ R ំេ8ប]ស8&ប់ពុះឬសeីេដ]មqីេធ\ ]អង_ ច̀។ េgេពលែដលេយ]ងពុះTនេហ]យ 
ខQ R ំ&ន9ំបិតបេrs ះស8&ប់េ8ប]។ មុននឹងេ8ប] ខQ R ំ8តuវសំេលYងwឱyមុត 
េដ]មqីបិតឬសeីឱyTន*z ត។ េពលែដលខQ R ំបិតTន*z តេហ]យ 
ខQ R ំយកឧបករណ៍មួយេទYតែដល&នេ|} ះn ែដក~ប់តូច េដ]មqីេ�ះរន�w។ 
េgេពលែដលបិតរចួ ខQ R ំេ8ប]9ំបិត8បេភទេនះេដ]មqីស8ម�លអc1 តw 
រចួេហ]យខQ R ំយកែដក~ប់ធំ8bត់8បេ.ះែដលTនេ�ះ�ងំសង�ង 
េដ]មqី9ច់យកអc1 ត។ ឆ� ឹះេធ\ ]អc1 ត េដ]មqីេធ\ ]ឱyអង_ ច̀&នសេម�ងលឺ។  
The tool that I showed you this morning was a metal hacksaw for cutting 
bamboo. When I cut the bamboo, I have another tool which is a knife. This 
type of knife is called ‘common knife’ and I use it for chopping the bamboo. 
After chopping it, I have another knife called ‘bamboo-cutting knife’.  Before 
using it, I have to sharpen it to make sure that it can carve the bamboo well. 
When I finish the carving process, I use another tool, a chisel, for making a 
hole to make it into an Angkuoch. After the carving process, I use this type of 
tool to make the lamella. Then I use a big chisel to make big hole which is in 
the process of making lamella. A lamella helps the sound be heard. 
 
េgេពលែដលខQ R ំេធ\ ]រចួ ខQ R ំ&ន9វេនះស8&ប់បិត8កបឱywេgនឹង។ េប]ខQ R ំមិនបិតេទ 
8កបែដល~ក់ពីេល]េrះ នឹងប៉ះbមួយអc1 តេធ\ ]ឱyអង_ ច̀មិន�ចេ8ប]9រTន។  
When I have finished, I use glue to stick down its covers. If I do not stick them 
down, the covers that I put on will touch the lamella. Then the Angkuoch 
would not be playable.  

 
[01:50]  
 
េត]អង_ ច̀េនះេធ\ ]ពីអ\ ី?  
What is an Angkuoch made from?  
 

ខQ R ំេធ\ ]អង_ ច̀េនះពីេដ]មឬសeី។  
I make this Angkuoch from bamboo.  
 

េត]£Tនេដ]មឬសeីមកពីc? 
Where did you get the bamboo?  
 

ខQ R ំ&នេដ]មឬសeីខ¤ ន̀ឯងខ�ះែដរ។ ខQ R ំTន~wំ8បែហលb8Tំ េ¦8Tំមួយ§# ំេហ]យ។  
I have some bamboo trees. I have had them planted for five to six years now.  
 

េត]ឬសeី&ន�យុ9លប៉ុr} ន§# ំេទ]ប£�ចេ8ប]ស8&ប់េធ\ ]អង_ ច̀Tន? 
To make Angkuoch, how old should the bamboo be?  
 

េប]£មខQ R ំេម]ល 9លcែដលឬសeី�ប់េផ1]មេក]តទំoងំេហ]យ 
ខQ R ំ�ច9ត់Tនេពលw&ន�យុបី ឬបួន§# ំ។   
Based on what I have observed, I can cut it when it is three or four years old, 
when it can produce bamboo shoots.  
 

េហតុអ\ ីbឬសeីខ© ីមិន�ចេ8ប]ស8&ប់េធ\ ]អង_ ច̀Tន? 



Why can’t you use young bamboo?  
េ~យ*រឬសeីខ© ី&នលកªណៈទន់! េgេពលែដលខQ R ំs ត់េ¦ 
wនឹងមិនរ.ស់េទេ~យ*រ*ច់ឬសeីមិនរ ®ង!  
Because young bamboo is soft. If I played it, it would not be resonant because 
the piece of bamboo would not be tough enough.  
 
េប]េ8ប¯បេធYបពី9រពត់ wនឹងេgែតែបបេនះ! wមិនរ.ស់មកវ °ញ។ 
េពលែដលខQ R ំេ8ប]ឬសeី�ស់ w�ចរ.ស់មកវ °ញេពលែដលខQ R ំs ត់។ 
If we talk about being pliable, it will not be pliable. It will be just normal. [But] 
if I use old bamboo, it will vibrate when playing.   

 
[02:49]  
 
េត]£�ចយកឬសeមីកេធ\ ]អង_ ច̀µ� មៗTនេទេពលែដល£9ត់wេហ]យ? 
Can you use bamboo for making Angkuoch right after cutting [the plant]?  
 

េពលែដល9ត់េហ]យ ខQ R ំ8តuវ·ល¸៉ងតិចពីរ�ទិតy។ េប]សិនbខQ R ំបrs ន់�� ងំ 
ខQ R ំ8តuវ·លwរយៈេពលមួយ�ទិតy និងកំេ¹េភ� ]ងឱyរ ®ងបrs ប់ពីបិតរចួ។ 
េហ]យបrs ប់មក ខQ R ំ�ចស8ម�លអc1 តwTន។  
After cutting it, I have to dry it for at least two weeks. If I have to make it very 
urgently, I have to dry it for at least one week then smoke it to make it tough. 
Then, I can make the lamella.  
 

េហតុអ\ ីTនb£�ំTច់·ល ឬេឆz ]រឬសeី? 
Why do you have to dry or smoke a piece of the bamboo?  
 

េប]សិនbខQ R ំមិន·ល ឬមិនេឆz ]រ w�ចដុះផeិតេgេពលែដលខQ R ំទុកwយូរ។ wដុះេº} ។ 
w�ចខូច។ 
If I do not dry or smoke it, it can become moldy when I keep it for a long time. 
It will become black. It can be broken.  
 

[03:26]  
 
េពលwែ8បេº}  េត]េយ]ងមិន�ចេលងwTនេទ? 
If it becomes black, is it still playable?  
 

េពលែដលwេº}   និងដុះផeិត wនឹងមិន&នសេម�ងពិេ½ះេទ។ ដូេច#ះ ខQ R ំ8តuវ·លេភ� ]ង 
និងកំេ¹wឱyស¾ ត̀។ ខQ R ំ�ចទុកwTនយូរ និងwមិនUយខូចេទ។  
When it becomes black and moldy, it will not produce a good sound. So, I 
have to smoke and dry it, so then I can keep it and it will not be easily broken.  
 

េ8¿wឧបករណ៍ែដល£TនបUV ញអមÀញ់មិញ េត]£&នេ8ប]ឧបករណ៍អ\ ីេផeងេទYតេទ? 
Besides from these tools, what other instruments do you use? 
  

េ8¿ពីេនះ ខQ R ំមិន&នឧបករណ៍អ\ ីេទYតេទ។ ខQ R ំ&នែតថ}ស8&ប់សំេលYង9ំបិត ។ 
[េស]ច...]  
Besides from these tools, I do not any other tool. I only have a stone to 
sharpen the knife with. [Laughs…]  
 

េត]ឧបករណ៍ែដល£េ8ប]េrះេធ\ ]មកពីអ\ ី? 
What are these tools made from?  
 

ញញ� រេនះេធ\ ]មកពីេឈ]។ ែតខQ Rកំ៏�ចេ8ប]ពូេÆស8&ប់ដំជំនួសTន។ 
This hammer is made from wood. However, I also can use an axe instead.   



 
េប]ខQ R ំÈ} នញញ� រេនះ ខQ R ំ�ចេ8ប]ពូេÆស8&ប់~ប់Tន។  
If I didn’t have this hammer, I could use an axe instead. 

 
[04:29]  
  
ចុះេហតុអ\ ីTនb£ចូលចិត1េ8ប]ញញ� រេនះ?  
Why do you like to use a [wooden] hammer?  
 

េgេពលែដលេ8ប]ញញ� រ 8តង់កែន�ងកÀលេនះនឹងមិនរ Éកេទ។ 
ែតេប]េយ]ងេ8ប]ឧបករណ៍ែដកដូចÈ#  wនឹងរ Éក។  
If I use a [wooden] hammer, the head of Angkuoch will not become too big. If I 
use a metal tool, it will become too big.  
 

េ~យ*រ£&នញញ� រែដកែដរ េហតុអ\ ីTនb£េ8ប]ញញ� រែដក?  
Do you use a metal hammer? Don’t you have one?  
 

អត់េទ!ខQ R ំមិនេ8ប]េទ។ េgេពលេ8ប]wេ¦ អង_ ច̀នឹងខូច េ~យ*រកÀលwរ Éក។  
No! I do not use it. If I used it, the Angkuoch would be broken as its head 
becomes too big.  
 

មិនែមនេ~យ*រញញ� រែដកធÌន់េពកេទ? 
Isn’t it because a metal hammer is too heavy?  
 

អត់េទ! wមិនធÌន់េទ។ េស]ច...!  
No! It is not too heavy. [Laughs…]  
 

េត]£Tនឧបករណ៍�ងំេនះេ~យរេបYបc? េត]£ទិញ ឬេធ\ ]េ~យខ¤ ន̀ឯង?  
How did you get these tools? Did you buy or make them?  
 

ខQ R ំជួលឱyេគេធ\ ]ពr� កេនះឱy។ ខQ R ំឱybងែដកេធ\ ]ឱy។ 
I asked someone to make this chisel. I asked a blacksmith to do it.  
 

[05:21]  
 
ចុះ9បិតេនះវ °ញ? 
How about this knife?  
 

9ំបិតេនះ ខQ R ំឱybងដំឱyែដរ។ និ¸យពី9ំបិតេនះ 
េប]សិនេគេrះbbងថ}ីេn} ងែដលេធ\ ]មិន*z ត និងលត់មិន8តuវ 
ខQ R ំនឹងមិន�ចេ8ប]wស8&ប់បិតឬសeីTនេទ។ ឬសeីេនះពិTកបិតcស់។ 
ខQ R ំ�ចេធ\ ]េ¦Tនលុះ8£ែត ខQ R ំេធ\ ]9ំបិតេនះឱy*z តនិងលត់8តuវ។ 
ដូេច#ះេទ]បខQ R ំ�ចបិតឬសeីTន*z ត!  េប]bងមិនេចះលត់េទ 
ក៏ខQ R ំមិន�ចេ8ប]wTនែដរេ8oះឬសeីេនះពិTកបិត។ 
wមិនដូច8បេភទេឈ]េផeងៗេទ។  
I asked a blacksmith to make this knife.  Talking about this knife, if it is not well 
made, I cannot use it to carve the bamboo. It is hard to carve bamboo. I can’t 
do it unless the knife is well made and crafted. If it is, I can use it to carve the 
bamboo well. If the blacksmith is not skillful, I cannot use it. It is not like 
carving wood.  
 

េដ]មqីេធ\ ]ឧបករណ៍�ងំអស់េនះ េត]£8តuវចំcយលុយេ8ច]នែដរឬេទ? 
To make all these tools, did you have to spend a lot of money?  
 



ស8&ប់9ំបិតែដលខQ R ំឱyេគេធ\ ]េនះ ខQ R ំចំcយមួយមុឺនេរYលស8&ប់តៃម�9ំបិតមួយ។ 
ស8&ប់8បេភទ�ងំពីរេនះ ខQ R ំចំcយមួយមុឺនេរYលែដរ។  
For the knife that I asked a blacksmith to make, I spent 10, 000 Riel [c. 
USD$2.50] for one knife. For those two types, I spent 10, 000 Riel each.  
 

ចុះចំែណក9ំបិត8oវ °ញ? 
How about the common knife?  

 
ខQ R ំចំcយបីមុឺន8Tំoន់ស8&ប់ទិញ9ំបិតេនះ។ ជិតបួនមុឺន! 
ខQ R ំចំcយបួនមុឺនេរYលស8&ប់ទិញែដករcេនះ។  
I spent 35, 000 Riel buying this knife. Almost 40,000 Riel. I spent almost 40, 000 
Riel [c. $10USD] to buy this metal hacksaw.  
 

អស់លុយេ8ច]នែដរ!  
A lot of money!  
 

Tទ! អស់លុយេ8ច]នែដរ! ប៉ុែន1 េ�ះbអស់លុយេ8ច]ន របស់�ងំេនះក៏មិនUយខូច 
េហ]យខQ R ំក៏េ8ប]Tនយូរែដរ!  
Yes! I spend a lot of money! Although I spent a lot of money on these tools, I 
can use them for a long time because they will not break easily.  
 

[06:51]   
 
សូម£ជួយេរYប½ប់ពីដំេណ]រ9រៃន9រេធ\ ]អង_ ច̀!  
Please describe the Angkuoch making process!  
 

ជំ·នដំបូង ខQ R ំ8តuវេ¦9ប់ឬសeី។ េgេពលែដល9ប់Tនេហ]យ ខQ R ំ8តuវយកមក9ត់ 
រចួ·ល។ បrs ប់មក ខQ R ំពុះ និងេរYបចំេធ\ ]។  
The first step is that I have to cut the bamboo. When I have finished the 
cutting process, I have to cut it into shorter pieces, which I dry. After that, I 
chop those into smaller pieces and start to make the Angkuoch.  
 

េត]£8តuវេធ\ ]អ\ ីខ� ះ? ចិតរចួេធ\ ]អ\ ីេទYត? 
What do you have to do next? What do you do after carving?   

 
េgេពលែដលខQ R ំចិតរចួ ខQ R ំបិត និង~ប់។ បrs ប់មក ខQ R ំ8តuវចិត េ�ះ 
និងេរYបចំ~ក់8កបេល]អc1 ត។ 
After I finish the carving process, I make a hole in that carving. I have to carve, 
make the hole and put the covers on the lamella.  
 

[07:42]  
 
េហតុអ\ ី�ំTច់~ក់8កប? 
Why do you have to put on covers?  
 

ខQ R ំ8តuវ~ក់េដ]មqីឱywលឺសេម�ង។ េប]ខQ R ំមិន~ក់ wនឹងមិនលឺសេម�ងេទ។  
I have to put them on to help Angkuoch produce a sound. If I do not put them 
on, the Angkuoch cannot produce a sound.  
 

½ល់ដង េត]£េធ\ ]អង_ ច̀&# ក់ឯង ឬេធ\ ]bមួយអ#កc? 
Normally, who do you make the Angkuoch with? Or do you make the Angkuoch 
alone?  
 



ពីមុន ខQ R ំេធ\ ]&# ក់ឯង។ ដល់េពលេ89យមក េ×ខQ R ំចង់េធ\ ]ែដរ។ េហ]យខQ R ំក៏បUØ ប់កូន 
និង េ×ឱyេធ\ ]ែដរ។  
Before, I made them alone. Later on, my grandsons wanted to do it. Then I 
taught my sons and grandsons to do it too.  
 

បUØ ប់េ×ឱyេធ\ ]អ\ ី? 
What did you teach your grandsons?  
 

ខQ R ំបUØ ប់េ×ឱyេចះ េដ]មqីេgៃថÌេ89យេពលែដលខQ R ំមិន�ចេធ\ ] 
ពួកÈត់�ចេធ\ ]Tន8បសិនbពួកÈត់&នេពលទំេនរ។  
I asked my grandson to make [Angkuoch], so that in the future, they could do 
it when they have time.  
 

[08:26]  
 
េត]£ចូលចិត1េធ\ ]អង_ ច̀េgកែន�ងcែដរ? 
Where do you like to make Angkuoch?  
 

កែន�ងេធ\ ]េនះមិនេទYងេទស8&ប់ខQ R ំ!  
I don’t have one particular place.  
 
កែន�ងcែដល8តbក់ ខQ R ំអងÚ Rយេgទីេrះ។ េប]ៃថÌcេ¿1 សÛ R ះ 
ខQ R ំេ¦អងÚ Rយេg�ងេ8¿។ ខQ R ំមិនេរ Éសកែន�ងេទ។ ខQ R ំ�ចេធ\ ]Tន8គប់កែន�ង។ 
ខQ R ំ89លកេនsល េហ]យខQ R ំក៏អងÚ Rយេធ\ ]។  
Wherever it is cool, I sit there. If it is hot, I go to sit outside. I do not have a 
specific place. I can make it everywhere. I use a mat and I sit on that.  
 

េត]£ចូលចិត1េធ\ ]អង_ ច̀េgេពលc? 
When do you like to make Angkuoch? 

 
ខQ R ំេឆ�¯តេធ\ ]។ េពលcក៏Tន!  
I make time to make it. Whenever!  
 

[09:01]  
 
�ល់ែត&នេគទិញេទ]ប£េធ\ ]?  
Do you make it only when people place an order?  
 

ខQ R ំអេង�តេម]លែដរ។ េប]សិនb&នេភǕ វមកេ8ច]ន និងរកទិញេ8ច]ន ខQ R ំេធ\ ]ទុក។ 
េប]សិនb&នេភǕ វមិនសូវ&នេទ ខQ R ំេធ\ ]9រUរេផeង។   
I observe [the situation]. If there are many tourists who order a lot, I will make 
them in advance. If there are not many tourists, I do other jobs.  
 

េត]ប៉ុcÝ េ8ច]ន េហ]យប៉ុcÝ តិច? 
How do you consider when there are many and when there are few?  
 

អត់ដឹងែដរ! [ េស]ច...] េប]&នេគមករកទិញ េហ]យកុម}ង់េ8ច]ន 
ខQ R ំដឹងn&នេភǕ វេ8ច]ន។  
I do not know. [Laughs…] When many people come to buy and place an order, 
I know that there are many tourists.  
 

េត]9រកុម}ង់េ8ច]នបំផុតប៉ុr} នែដរ? 
For how many [Angkuoch] was the biggest order?  
 



8បែហលbមួយរយbង!  
Over a hundred!  
 

េgេពលែដល£េធ\ ]អង_ ច̀ េត]£&ន§� ក់របូអ\ ីេgេល]ហ# ឹងេទ?  
When you make Angkuoch, do you make a special motif?  
 

េ~យ*រខQ R ំចង់ឱyេគដឹងnខQ R ំរស់េgជិតអងØរ 
ខQ R ំែតងែត§� ក់របូអងØរតូចមួយេg�ងេល]។  
I carve Angkor as a motif on the top of it, to show that I live around the 
Angkor compound.  
 
េg�ងមុខ! [េស]ច...] 
On the front of it! [Laughs…]  
 

អងØរអ\ ី? 
Which Angkor?  
 

អងØរវត1!  
Angkor Wat temple!  
 

េត]£§� ក់8គប់�ងំអស់ ឬ8Èន់ែត§� ក់មួយៗេទ? 
Do you make motifs on all the Angkuoch you make, or just on some?  
 

េ8សចែតេល]េពលេវ.! េប]េគ8តuវ9របrs ន់ ខQ R ំមិន�ច§� ក់អស់េទ!   
It depends on the timeframe. If they [buyers] need it urgently, I cannot carve 
motifs on all the instruments.  
 

[10:16]  
 
េត]£§� ក់ែតរបូអងØរវត1េទ?អត់&នរបូសត\អ\ ីេទ?  
Do you carve the only Angkor Wat motif? Not animals?  
 

អត់េទ! អត់&នេទ! េ8oះឧបករណ៍េនះ&ន½ងតូចែដរ!  
No! No! Because this instrument is really small.  
 

េត]£ចំcយេពលកÞ Rង9រ§� ក់យូរែដរឬេទ? 
Do you spend a long time in carving a motif?  
 

មិនយូរេទ!ែតមួយែភ�ត!  
Not long! A short time only!  
 

bទូេ¦ េត]£§� ក់ែដរឬេទ? 
Normally do you carve a motif?  
 

េ8ច]នែតអត់! §� ក់តិច!  
Mostly no! Only a few Angkuoch with a motif!  
 

&នេគកុម}ង់ឱy£§� ក់េទ? 
Has anyone ordered you to carve a motif?  

 
&នេគកុម}ង់ែដរ!  
Some people order them!  

 
§� ក់ែតរបូមួយេនះេទ?  



You carve the Angkor Wat motif only?  
 
§� ក់ែតរបូមួយេនះ!  
Only that one!  
 

េពលcែដល£ដងឹnអង_ ច̀េនះេធ\ ]រចួ½ល់? 
How do you know when your Angkuoch is finished?  
 

ខQ R ំ8តuវ*កលqងw។ េប]wលឺ ខQ R ំដឹងnwរចួេហ]យ។ េប]មិនលឺេទ ខQ R ំ8តuវែកស8ម�ល។ 
អង_ ច̀ខ� ះខូចេgេពលែដលខQ R ំែក។ &នខូចខ�ះែដរ!  
I have to test it. If it produces a good sound, I know that it is finished.  If it 
does not produce a sound, I have to keep improving it. Some Angkuoch get 
broken in the improving process. Some get broken!  
 

េgេពលែដលwខូច េត]£េធ\ ]wម1ងេទYតេទ? 
When one gets broken, do you fix it?  
 

េgេពលែដលwខូច ខQ R ំមិន�ចែកTនេទ។ ខQ R ំ8តuវេ�ល។  
If it breaks, I cannot fix it. I throw it away.  
 

េgេពលែដលេធ\ ]រចួ½ល់ េត]£8តuវ*កលqងរហូត? 
When one is finished, do you have to test it always?  
 

Tទ! េពលែដលេធ\ ]រចួ ខQ R ំ8តuវ*កលqងw។   
Yes! When it gets done, I have to test it.  
 

*កលqងរេបYបc?  
How do you test it?  
 

ខQ R ំs ត់។  
I play.  

 
េត]£8តuវផ¤ Rំែដរឬេទ?  
Do you have to blow through it as well?  
 

ខQ R ំមិនTច់ផ¤ Rំក៏Tន។  ខQ R ំ8Èន់ែតs ត់ និង*1 ប់សេម�ងnេត]wលឺឬអត់។  
I do not need to blow. I only play and listen to the sound, to whether it is good 
or not.  
 

ខQ R ំTនសួរ£8គប់សំណួរេហ]យ ប៉ុែន1 េត]£&នអ\ចីង់បែនàមេទYតេទ?  
I have asked you all the questions. Do you have anything to add?  
 

មិន&នេទ! [ េស]ច...] សំណួរTនសួរអស់េហ]យ!  
No! [Laughs…] All the questions are asked.  
 

[11:45 - END]  
 


